
Recently, with the number of new members who have
been joining our ranks, the questions what is the

Sovereign Order of St. John and what does it do, have arisen
frequently.

For me, the answer can be summed up in the words of our
Charter. We are an ecumenical and international community
of Christian Knights and Dames whose principle objectives
are:

Fidelity to love and charity and the defence of our Christian
religion against atheism.
Fidelity to defend the ideal of our free world and the rights
of man as found in the universal declaration of the United
Nations. Dedication to serving in a significant way the Lord's
sick and the Lord's poor as an example to others.

Our Order is unique for three reasons:
It is the oldest Order of Chivalry still in existence
The Order is the third oldest religious Order in Christendom
The Order today is directly descended from the Crusades and the Crusaders

To offer a comprehensive explanation of the history and structure of the Order, in this edition I have
asked H.E. Conventual Bailiff Rene Tonna-Barthet GCSJ, CMSJ, Grand Conservator, to publish the
Allocution which he has given many times at the various Investitures throughout the world.

I know many of you have been confused about the range of websites pertaining to the various different
Orders of St. John and hopefully to clarify our situation, I have recently given approval for Commander
Glenn Wales, Prior of the United Kingdom and Ireland, and Chevalier Paul Sayer from the
Commandery of England to join the committee formed under the chairmanship of Grand Counsellor
Paul Beckman, to develop the international website for our Order My grateful thanks to Paul Sayer
for the tremendous amount of effort which he has already expended on our behalf and also for bearing
a large amount of the cost for the development of the Grand Priory of Europe website where, as part
of the SOSJ website, we will be able to communicate with our Brothers and Sisters throughout the
world.

Finally, Grand Commander Owen Brown, has written an article (Page 11) explaining progress with
the Alliance and the Reunification of some of the Orders within Europe and it is anticipated that these
discussions will be formalised at the Sovereign Council Meeting in Budapest in September this year.
Great news for all concerned.

I wish you and your family a relaxing summer, hopefully with some decent weather.

H.E. Bailliff Grand Prior Donald J. Storrie GCSJ
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I am pleased to report that our Commanderies in both Scotland
and England are in excellent health and although reported in
detail elsewhere in this newsletter I will summarise just some
of our achievements and aspirations since elections and
appointments within the Priory of the United Kingdom and
Ireland since October of last year:-

SOSJ Web Site:
I have accepted an invitation from our Grand Prior of Europe
H.E. Bailiff Donald J. Storrie GCSJ to be a Member of the
International SOSJ Committee for producing an International
SOSJ Web Site which will include information about the
history of our Order and give access for Members not only for
the Priory, but the Commanderies within it.  Much work has
to be undertaken, however with the incredible support and
initiative of Chevalier Paul Sayer KCSJ, who has undertaken
to be the “tip of the spear” for the Priory, this vision is a reality.
His knowledge of web sites and his personal financial
contribution to this enterprise, we all acknowledge with
gratitude.

Sovereign Council Meeting Budapest 25/26th September
2010:
I am delighted that over thirty Members and guests of the
Priory of the United Kingdom & Ireland have registered to
attend the bi-annual Sovereign Council Meeting being held in
Budapest at which the business of the Order as a whole will
be established for the next two years and will re-convene in
San-Francisco in 2012.  Although the business of the Order
is the priority, we will enjoy wonderful social events being
organised by the Commandery of Hungary as those who have
attended Investitures in beautiful Budapest will testify.

Commandery of England:
The Commandery of England held their first Commandery
Meeting on 5th of December .

I would like to congratulate
Dame Christine Murrell
DCSJ and Chevalier Paul
Sayer KCSJ who produced
a lovely Easter Card as one
of their fund raising
activities.  The Commandery
intends to produce a
Christmas Card and I
encourage all Members in due course to support this worthy
project.
The annual Investiture of Members of the Priory of the United
Kingdom & Ireland is scheduled for the weekend of 26th to
28th of November in which we will enjoy the hospitality of
Chevalier Maurice V. Taylor KCSJ at his Hotel the Holiday
Inn – Brighton.  We have all experienced Maurice’s hospitality
in Scotland and we look forward to it being replicated in
England.

Commandery of Scotland:
The Commandery of Scotland have held two Commandery
Meetings on the 30th January and the 24th April .
 Both Commandery Meetings have been well attended and it
was particularly good to see so many of our new Members
from the last two Investitures participating so enthusiastically,
and helping to set out the plans and objectives that lie ahead.
The Commandery has agreed to collaborate with Dame May
Storrie DCSJ in hosting her annual Noel Lunch being held on
Friday 10th December to which all Members are actively
encouraged to support by taking places and providing items
for the auction, historically the Noel Lunch has supported St.
Andrews Hospice and Bobath Scotland.

I look forward to seeing you all at one or more of our events.
Have a most pleasant summer.
Prior Commander Glenn H. Wales KCJSJ

In this report for the European I am delighted to be able to
continue the good news about the Commandery of Scotland.
Prior Glenn Wales has summarised well the activities of the
April Commandery Meeting in his report (above).
We were very pleased to be able to disburse £10,000 to five
charities - There were 5 payments of £2000 each, to:

1. Loaves & Fishes, presented by Dame Irene Loudon;
2. The Small Animal Hospital, presented by Dame Elaine

Wales and Dame Samantha Lindley;
3. CHAS (Children’s Hospice Association Scotland), pre-

sented by Chevalier Morrison Dunbar, Chevalier T. Iain
Robertson and Chevalier Michael Low;

4. Beatson Pebble Appeal, presented by Chevalier
Professor Barry Gusterson and Chevalier Maurice
Taylor;

5. Marie Curie Big Build
Appeal, presented by

      Commander Professor
       Russel Griggs OBE.

I look forward to seeing
Commandery members at
our 4th of July barbecue .
Dress casual :- jeans,
cowboy boots, stetsons, etc., will be the order of the day!

I wish all of you a great summer and safe travel where ever
you’re headed.

Commander Prof. Russel Griggs OBE, KGSJ

Priory of the United Kingdom
& Ireland
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Commandery of England Report for the June Issue of
the “European”.
Dear Brothers and Sisters in St. John,
Greetings from the Commandery of England!
On the 5th of December 2009, we had our business
meeting in the conference premises of the Church of the
Holy Family in West Acton where, as always, we
enjoyed the warm hospitality of Father John Wiley.
The meeting was very well attended and Knights and
Dames discussed with enthusiasm our plans for the
future aiming to attract new members and plan our
charity activity.
Through the funds raised by the Commendery the
following charities were supported:
1. The Camphill Village Trust at Botton Village, Danby,
Whitby (£650).  This is an amazing project that for more
than 50 years helps people with special needs to develop
their working skills and live constructively and happily
in truly caring communities.  H. E Conventual Bailiff
René Tonna-Barthet has been an important benefactor
of this Charity for many years.
2. The Restore Malnutrition Programme in Uganda
(£650).  The programme has done a fantastic job in
helping suffering children and families in Uganda and
Mrs Ruth Sims OBE, FRCN kindly informed us that
our donation was used to purchase a microscope for a
satellite clinical laboratory which as she so vividly
stated “it will save lives”.  I want to praise Commander
Peter Murrell and his wife Dame Christine Murrell for
their continuous remarkable support of this Charity.
3. The HCPT-Pilgrimage Trust (£650). The Trust takes
about 2500 sick and under privileged children to
Lourdes each Easter for almost 30 years.  Commander
Stephen Lodge and his family have actively supported
this Charity since Stephen’s and Shelagh’s children
have been helping pilgrims for many years.
4. The St. Peter & St. James Hospice and Continuing
Care Centre in Lewes (£650). This very well respected
in the local community Charity has been generously
supported over the years by Commander Anthony
Mercer.
5. The Acton Homeless Concern Charity (£265) which
has done a fantastic job for the homeless of the local
community and is actively supported by the Parish of
Father Wiley.
6. The Amazing Daisy Charity (£265) which provides
a variety of educational play equipment to children’s
hospitals aiming to make their stay as comfortable as
possible. This Charity has been supported by
Commander Paul Sayer and his wife Cindy.

7. Through private
donations our
Commandery has also
supported the Charity
work of the Commandery
of Hungary (300 Euros)
and the Typhoon
Humanitarian Fund in the
Philippines (£100).
We are particularly proud for the production of our 2010
Easter card.  The card was produced in support of the
Grand Priory of Europe Charity Fund and we are most
grateful to Dame Christine Murrell for her inspiring
artistic work and to Commander Paul Sayer for his
excellent technical support.  We raised the amount of
£421 and Christine and Paul are already working hard
to produce a card (possibly of more than one style) for
Christmas of 2010.  Please keep that in mind before you
order your Christmas cards this year and order the SOSJ
Christmas card in support of the Grand Priory of Europe
Charity Fund!
As you already know, we will organize (always in
fellowship and collaboration with the Commandery of
Scotland, the Priory of the UK and Ireland and the
Grand Priory of Europe) the Ceremony of Investiture
for 2010.  This will take place in Brighton the weekend
of the 26th to the 28th of November 2010. Please kindly
mark the date in your diary!
We are currently working hard in recruiting new
members and we sincerely hope to welcome new
Brothers and Sisters in St. John in Brighton.  Thanks to
the tireless efforts of our Grand Prior H.E. Bailiff
Donald Storrie, the website of the Grand Priory of
Europe will hopefully soon be active and we are also
grateful to Commander Paul Sayer for his hard and
excellent work for this project.  The website will be
immensely helpful in presenting our work and
especially in recruiting new members.
We are looking forward to working together with all
our Brothers and Sisters in the Order under the blessing
of St. John.  I believe that supporting each other’s
activities and charity work is the key in succeeding in
our one and only common cause: helping the sick, poor
and needy of Christ.
Vana and myself are looking forward to seeing you in
September in Budapest and in November in Brighton.
With kindest regards in St. John,
Commander Vassilios E. Papalois KGSJ, MD, PhD,
FICS, FRCS, FEBS

Commander Vassilios Papalois KGSJ
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Commander Doug Daniel KJSJ
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Commandery of Hungary

The following article has been kindly sent in by Chevalier Dr. Molnár László KSJ. We are delighted to receive such a description
of the wreath laying ceremony to be held, and the garden party afterwards. We look forward to publishing pictures from the events
in the next issue.

- Editorial team

Greetings from beautiful Budapest. Preparations are continuing for
the 22nd through 25th September Sovereign Council Meeting of our
ancient knight order. The venue has not been changed since our
latest newsletter. It will be held in the Grand Corinthia Hotel Royal
in  downtown Budapest.  Beautiful  Szilágy Dezső  Templom was
reserved just this week for our ecumenical ceremonies.
Dame Margaret Rolfe is coordinating the SCM for the Americas
and the International Office. Dame May Storrie is carrying the load
for Europe. I have been working closely with them to ensure that
this biennial meeting is a success. They tell me that the world wide
financial and economical has had an amazingly small impact on
the meeting. The number of those attending is very close to that
that we predicted.
Even though the Commandery of Hungary is a young commandery,
we have started to establish our own traditions.  We have found the
combined charity concert and wine auction to be a very profitable
formula. 2010 was no exception. It was held in the Hungarian
Academy of Science at the Pest end of Chain Bridge (designed, I
am told, by a Scott) on the right bank of the Danube. This concert
was a team effort of Chevalier Ferenc Barna (Frank Brown in
English) and that stalwart of the Hungarian Commandery, Chevalier
Jozsef Doktor.
Last year we were able to buy a much needed neonatal incubator
for the premature ward of the South Pest Hospital pediatric
department. This year, we collected funds for one of the two
operating hospices in Hungary.
When we traveled to Miskolc to visit the facility we were both
impressed by the professionalism of the staff and its overwhelming

need for support.  To speak
bluntly, a hospice is a place
that old people go to die.
Those who give to charity are
much more likely to donate to
a pediatric cancer ward. Yet,
the staff of a hospice never
know the satisfaction of
curing a patient, or the
grateful smile of a once
frightened parent.
When we arrived at the hospice in Miskolc, the biggest surprise
was to discover that our very own prelate, Dr. Laszlo Molnar was
the director for several years of the Semmelweis Hospital in
Miskolc, the hospital that oversees the hospice. I could hear his
name being whispered in the halls. He was treated with great respect
by the entire staff. – He was a returning hero.
Within a short time, we will return to the memorial chapel Czar
Paul I’s daughter, Princess Alexandra Paulovna Romanova’s in
Üröm, a village in the rolling hills north of Buda. There, we will
once again place a wreath on her crypt. That tradition is our way
of repaying Czar Paul I for rescuing the Sovereign Order after its
defeat in Malta.

Preparations continue for the Sovereign Council Meeting this
autumn. We certainly hope to see you there.

Commander Doug Daniel KJSJ
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Dear Brothers and Sisters!

As last year, wormwood koszorúzásnál decided that each year
a wreath is laid on Sunday after Pentecost, the daughter of
Tsar Paul I's tomb, so this year we want to do this. Some
changes would be the last year. The last known church father
recalled to Moscow, Nikolai, senior, received as
metapátriárka his deal with the Orthodox churches abroad.
Instead, Father Dmitri sees it in the church service. Very
friendly nice young man, happy to see us in the chapel.

The last date would be a day earlier on Sunday instead of
Saturday (May 29) I meet, because in the past year after the
Fori Wreathing Like Stephen and Eva's brother Pandúr Üröm
us to host a wonderful garden of his house in a small
interview, koccintásra, cook. However, they are next Sunday,
traveling to Moscow. Thank you for that also hosts a day
before traveling to see us. We hope this year will be more
successful over time, but remember last year, the mood does
not tainted by the bad weather.

29th May 2010 Whit Saturday after 16 h. encounter at a small
church (the exact availability of the new ones, or those who
could not come last year, I set (route map is attached to the
proposal) would take a short 15-20 minute Father Dimitrij
church is a memorial to the top
and I Nagyhercegnőről Paul Carroll. After this, go down to
the crypt, where I say a prayer and reverence elhelyeznénk
the crown, and then we go Éváékhoz the garden party, this
wine last year, I take care of. I would ask everyone to return
the week to come to this?
The newly inaugurated brothers kápolnáról a few words: in
the crypt is buried Alexandra Pavlovna, who is the "Habsburg
legmagyarabb" received by the wife of Archduke Joseph of
Austria Hungary
1800 januárjában. A I Paul was the daughter of Russian Czar.
To the Czar, who lovagrendünket accepted after
the Napoleonic elűzetés.

Brotherly greetings

Dr. Laszlo Molnar



I was born on my maternal grandparents farm
in the small village of Nemphlar outside the
town of Lanark in Scotland and attended
Lanark Grammar School.    My father was an
engineer and my mother a hairdresser who,
following my father's early death from cancer,
was determined that I join the family business.
I however, had other ideas and, following
discussion with the family, I was accepted by
Miss Dick's College for Secretarial Studies in
Hamilton.     In order to gain experience whilst
studying, I was employed in the Burgh
Prosecutor's office in Hamilton as a Junior
Secretary and quickly found myself working
for the most junior partner.   During my frequent visits to the
Sheriff Court to access information and deliver documents, I
met Donald, the policeman on court duty, who was to become
my husband some years later.
On gaining my qualifications I joined the Glasgow Office of
and English company, Peter Spence, and following my
marriage, moved to T. Baird and Sons, later to become part of
the Fraser Group,  as PA to the Assistant Managing Director.
When Donald transferred to Thames Valley Police I became
PA to a Divisional Director in the 3M company in London.
When we moved back to Scotland I decided the time was right
to start my own business and as Donald was considering a
career change, we bought the Hamilton office franchise of
Clyde Valley Estate Agency.    A few years later we branched
out on our own as Donald Storrie Estate Agency building a

network of 33 offices in Scotland.   Following
the births of our sons' Grahame and Stuart, I
started to take an interest in the Scottish
Branch of the National Association of Estate
Agents, eventually holding the office as
Chairman.    I was invited to join the National
Executive and held the position as Chairman
of Education for 5 years, it was during this
time that I worked with Strathclyde
University and Dr. Archibald Fleming on a
qualification for Estate Agents and a testing
system for entry to the Association.     I was
appointed national President in 1995,
following Donald who held the position 10

years earlier.
In 1987 Donald Storrie Estate Agency was bought by
Nationwide Building Society, Donald was appointed as Chief
Executive of the new Group and I was appointed Chairman for
Scotland, Northern Ireland, Tyne Tees and Cumbria,
necessitating a move back to London.    On our return to
Scotland, I became a shareholding director in MediaCorp, an
on-line training company, and in an effort to understand the
business fully, I undertook several qualifications including
City and Guilds Assessor, Internal and External Verifier for
Scottish Qualifications Authority, and the Learning to Teach
On-Line Diploma from Sheffield University, which enabled
me to serve on a number of  SQA local and national
committees and the Careers Advisory Board.

Continued on page 6 -

I was born in Hurlingham, West London in 1927.
My paternal grand parents having emigrated there
from Biella, Italy, in circa 1885.  My grandfather
was a Professor of Art and Architecture at Turin
University.  My father was the youngest son and
joined my grandfather in his Art business, which
was then based in West London.  My grandmother
met my grandfather in Biella but her maiden name
was Capris and she was originally from Hungary.
We moved to Ealing, West London in 1932 and
my main school was Ealing Priory, a Benedictine
School and was one of the Priories of Downside
Abbey.  In the 30’s and 40’s it was a small school
but we gained from having a very close relationship with the
monks who were also our tutors. Apart from school studies we
had superb sports facilities and I became an accomplished long
jumper but never quite matched my mentor Jesse Owen.  My other
mentor was Harry James and I took up the trumpet, which led me
to being Bandmaster in the School Band.
Most summer holidays were spent with friends cycling throughout
Britain.  One interesting 3-week journey took us from London to
Fort William in 1943 where we climbed Ben Nevis.  We also
missed the worst-bombing raid after which my family had to be
evacuated due to a number of unexploded bombs in the road.
Even before we moved to Ealing I liked to spend many hours
drawing in my father’s studio, so it was natural that on leaving

Ealing Priory that I should study Architecture after
a brief spell in the Army.  During my architectural
study holidays in the 50’s I was fortunate to travel
throughout France, Italy, Switzerland and
Germany on a motorcycle that I had bought from
savings made whilst in the Army.  I studied
virtually every building and town of importance in
France and Italy, and many in Germany.
On qualifying as an architect in 1959 I worked for
a number of well-known practices until going into
partnership with an Engineer.  We designed many
London Hotels and the New London Iranian
Embassy, which was not built due to the overthrow

of the Shah in 1974.  I then started a practice and was fortunate to
obtain commissions to design many religious buildings for the
Westminster Diocese, including Offices for Bishop Vincent
Nichols, now to become Cardinal.
My current interests and activities include golf and trumpet
lessons.  I am an Oblate of St. Benedict and a keen member of the
Catenian Association.  I became interested in the SOSJ as my
Italian cousin, H.I.H. Prince Hugo Tomassini-Paterno, is "grand
protector" of a breakaway Order of St. John.
I would like to see a reunification of all the St. John Orders but
accept this will be a long-term project as there are undoubtedly
many personal reasons why this could be difficult.
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Spotlight on Members
In this issue: Chevalier John Caneparo KSJ: Dame May Storrie DCSJ, FRSA, PPNAEA; Dame Dr.



Continued from page 5 -
Away from the Order my main focus, outwith my family,  is on
charitable work.  I was brought up to believe that those of us
who have been lucky enough to be successful should always
give something back and when Donald Storrie Estate Agency
was sold in 1987 we founded the Storrie Family Charitable
Trust from which we disperse funds each year to deserving
charities.
Shortly after returning to Scotland, I was approached by a friend
who worked for Quarriers, the village which was  founded by
Sir William Quarrier in the 1880's and which still thrives today.
She asked if I would organise a fundraising event and so the
Noel Lunch for Quarriers was born.   Having held the position
as Chair for 10 years I decided it was time to hand over to
someone younger and 5 years ago I brought the concept to
Lanarkshire and together with Commander Glenn Wales, we
have run a successful Christmas event raising many thousands

of pounds for St. Andrew's  hospice, Maggie's Cancer Caring
Centres and Bobath, the childrens' Cerebal Palsy Charity.
I joined the Order in 2004 and was honoured to receive the
Certificate of Merit and promotion to Dame of Grace in 2007
and Dame Commander of Grace in 2008. The SOSJ is a
wonderful organisation to belong to and also offers a great
opportunity to work, both within the community and
worldwide, in helping those less fortunate than ourselves,
together with forging lifelong friendships.
In my capacity as Secretary General for the Grand Priory of
Europe I am responsible for all correspondence between the
Grand Priory, International Headquarters, Priories and
Commanderies together with maintaining the annual accounts
for both the Grand Priory of Europe and the Charitable Trust
 I also assist by ensuring there are sufficient stocks of regalia
etc. for the various Investitures in Europe. On a final note, I am
a member of the team which publishes this newsletter.

Dame Vera Weisfeld was born in Coatbridge,
Scotland in 1938 and started her career in
retailing as a fifteen year old sales assistant with
C & A.    When Vera's first marriage broke down
she was left as a single parent to bring up two
very young sons.    In 1971, with her new
husband Gerald, she launched the first What
Every Woman Wants retail outlet which was a
small shop situated in a very secondary position
in Glasgow.    This was to be the start of one of
Scotland's most successful businesses and earn
Vera the reputation as one of Britain's
outstanding entrepreneurs.   Over the next 30
years, what was eventually renamed in a spirit of
equality, became What Everyone Wants with a
chain of 40 stores throughout the United
Kingdom.
In 1990 the Weisfelds sold the company, which by then had an
annual sales revenue of £100 million.
In 1993, in recognition of her great commercial contributions,
Vera was awarded the Great Scot Business Award for training and
developing her young staff, as well as creating many jobs in the
manufacturing and wholesale sector which served her business.
The 15 and 16 year olds who left school and joined What
Everyone Wants were put through an internal training school
which was set up and run by Vera.    Many of her original staff
went on to become Executives and Directors.
During their years in business the Weisfelds gave away large
amounts of  their profits to charity firmly believing and insisting
that the company put back into the communities which had so
loyally supported them and from this the What Everyone Wants
Charitable Trust was created, to be followed later by the Weisfeld
Foundation, an umbrella organisation co-ordinating work in
Africa, Europe and the United Kingdom whose aims and
philosophy are above all about helping people to gain and
maintain greater control of their own lives.   The watchwords of
the Foundation are self-worth, self-help and the fulfilment of
personal potential.    The prime mission of the Foundation is to
raise the sum of human dignity, happiness and spiritual values.
During 1993 the project “Recipes for Life”.    Vera invited
Royalty,  including the late Diana, Princess of Wales, film stars,
United Kingdom and American politicians and sports stars to
make contributions, which they readily agreed to.   The project
took over two years to complete and the book was launched in the

Carnegie Hall, New York in March 1996.    The
project, funded entirely by Vera, raised many
thousands of pounds for charities throughout the
world.
Vera is a very “hands on” person when it comes
to her charitable work and in 1994 she made a
trip to Bosnia at the time of 'red alert' taking with
her a truck load of medical supplies, clothing,
food and toys.    On hearing a nun's speech on
the plight of children suffering from Aids and
HIV in Romania, Vera went to Bucharest in
2000 to see for herself what she could do to help,
the Weisfeld Foundation purchased a house in
Bucharest to provide a home for some of the
children who had been abandoned by their
families.    The Weisfeld Foundation also owns

and runs a Refuge for  women and children suffering domestic
abuse and a safe house for abused children as well as numerous
Foundation buses which have been gifted to a number of
organisations.    At this time the Vera and Gerald Weisfeld
Extra-Ordinary Chair for the Economics of Peace and
International Relations was inaugurated with a donation of
£250,000.
In 1995 Vera was named one of the top 500 European
Entrepreneurs and was invited by the then Secretary of State for
Scotland to join the Scottish Economic Council which advised
Government on economic policy making for Scotland.
Vera is a Patron of the Princess Royal Trust for Carers, the
Teenage Cancer Trust and the Moira Anderson Foundation for
sexually abused children.   She has also hosted dinners in her own
home  for Princess Anne and Camilla, Duchess of Cornwall, to
support and raise funds for their chosen charities.
Vera holds the Award of Degree of Doctor of Business
Administration from Queen Margaret University College,
Edinburgh and in 1997 Vera was invested with the Order of the
British Empire for her services to retailing.   Vera has been given
many accolades over the years for her contribution to business
and the community and only recently was presented with the
Women of Influence award.
Despite being so successful, Vera has remained true to her roots
and continues to care for her old friends and family.

Vera, with her husband Gerald, was invested into the Order in
2007.
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H.E. Bailiff Donald Storrie, Grand Prior of Europe, organised
a concert in support of the Big Build Appeal for the new Marie
Curie Hospice in Glasgow, Donald is Chairman of the Appeal
which has raised well over £15 million during the last three years
to build the state of the art Hospice in Glasgow.
The concert which was held at the exclusive 29 Club in Glasgow
was attended by many Scottish business people who were
entertained by the well-known Glasgow born singer Lulu who
brought along friends Kiki Dee and Jimmy Smith to entertain
the guests.     Over £100.000 was raised on the evening towards
the final target of £16.1 million".    Members of the Order who
supported the event are photographed including Deputy Appeal
Chair, Prior Commander Glenn Wales and Dame Wendy Eales,
a member of the Commandery of Scotland, who flew in from
California.

Lulu & H.E.Bailiff Donald Storrie
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From left: Prior of the United Kingdom and Ireland Glenn Wales,
Dame May Storrie, Dame Wendy Eales, Chevalier James Wylie,
Dame Vera Weisfeld and Dame Elaine Wales.

Sam & Fergus exchanging rings
H.E. Bailiff Donald J. Storrie and Prior Commander Glenn H. Wales KCJSJ along
with their wives Dame May Storrie and Dame Elaine Wales pictured with the piper

Samantha with her mother

Commandery of Scotland Wedding

Chevalier Fergus Coutts KSJ and Dame Samantha Lindley DSJ
were married on the banks of Loch Long on Saturday 5th June.
Amongst the wedding guests were H.E. Bailiff Donald J. Storrie
GCSJ – Grand Prior of Europe and Prior Commander Glenn H.
Wales KCJSJ – Prior of the United Kingdom & Ireland along with
their wives Dame May Storrie DCSJ and Dame Elaine D. Wales
DCSJ. The happy couple were blessed with a wonderful sunny
day for their wedding and are spending their honeymoon in
Ravello, Italy. We all join in wishing Mr and Mrs Fergus Coutts
a long and happy life together.



Prior to the meeting of the Commandery of Scotland, held
on 30th January 2010 a cheque for £2000 was presented to
Victoria Cartwright fundraising manager of CHAS for their
Robin House base at Balloch.
Members will be aware of the remarkable dedication of the
staff at CHAS to provide professional care, practical help
and emo- tional support to children, young people and
families.
This presentation was one of the five equal sums distributed
to the charities on the recommendations of members.
The presentation was made by Chevaliers Michael Low
KGSJ, Ian Robertson KGSJ, and Morrison Dunbar KCJSJ,
CBE.

Dumbarton & East Kilbride Women’s Aid

Dumbarton and East Kilbride Women’s Aid are two Centres
within Scotland being helped by the Members of the Command-
ery of Scotland through the initiative of Dame Elaine D. Wales
DCSJ.
� One in four women will be a victim of domestic violence in

her lifetime – many of these on a number of occasions – this
abuse can be emotional, sexual or physical.

� One incident of domestic violence is reported to the police
every minute.

� On average, two women a week are killed by a current or
former male partner.

� According to Scotland Yard on average a women waits until
the thirty – fifth beating before calling the police.

These statistics on there own are a sad reflection of the abuse carried
out on women of all ages, across all walks of life. Both Dumbarton
and East Kilbride Women’s Aid provide a safe refuge and support
for women and children.
Often, in the middle of the night a victim of domestic abuse will
enter a refuge with little more than the clothes and the cuts and
bruises she wears with her frightened children. These two
Women’s Aid Centres are a beacon of light and hope for the future
of security within an environment for recovery and a safe haven to
make positive choices about the rest of their lives.
Some of our Members have made donations of basic toiletries like
soap, shampoo, creams, etc. In particular Dame May Storrie DCSJ
and Dame Dr Irene Loudon DSJ have additionally donated many
wonderful toys for the children who by necessity arrive at the refuge
with nothing. These have been received with heartfelt thanks from
both mothers and children.
Changing the attitudes which lead to domestic abuse is a challenge
for all of us. Members who would like to assist with this project in
the name of SOSJ are invited to make contact with Elaine directly.

Dame Elaine Wales DCSJ

Chevalier Stephen Lodge presented a cheque from the
SOSJ Grand Priory Trust in the sum of £650 for HCPT
Pilgrimage Trust to Emil Kumar, Leader of HCPT
Group 537 at their re-union & charity dinner held on 6
February. The Group has been taking pilgrims with
disabilities to Lourdes for 28 years and Emil has been
leader for 8 years.
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Dame Dr Irene Loudon presenting to Dame Elaine D. Wales DCSJ an array of
many toys, puzzles and games for Dumbarton and East Kilbride Womens Aid

Left: Commander Prof. Russel Griggs OBE, a Trustee and Chair of the
Scottish Advisory Council of the Marie Curie Cancer Care charity,
presenting a cheque for £2000 to Stewart Marks of the Marie Curie Big
Build Appeal.



Professors David Bennett and
Ian Ramsay accept a cheque
from The Sovereign Order of
St John of Jerusalem, Knights
Hospitaller for £2000 on behalf
of Glasgow University Veteri-
nary School’s new Small
Animal Hospital. The hospital,
which opened last August,
boasts state of the art facilities
for treating companion animals
and educating future
generations of veterinary
surgeons. But the hospital
represents much more than
this: veterinary medicine is one
of the cornerstones of Public
Health; the development of
animal models of disease leads
to advancements in human
medicine and new cancer
treatments for animals may herald revolutionary approaches
to the disease in humans.
On a yet more fundamental level, a hospital like this

represents the strength and
endurance of the human-
animal bond, which extends
back in time to when man first
forged a relationship with
animals for service, protection
and companionship. Ghandi
said: “the greatness of a nation
and its moral progress can be
judged by how its animals are
treated” but Immanuel Kant
made the same sentiment more
personal: “ we can judge the
heart of a man by his treatment
of animals”.
In consulting room 5 the
dedication plaque reads “This
room is named for Holly, in the
hope she will never need it. But
it is comforting to know that
sick animals can receive the

best of care”.

Dame Samantha Lyndley DSJ

The Beatson Pebble Appeal
to build

the Beatson Translational Research Centre

Glasgow University are working with the National Health
Service in Glasgow and Clyde to build The Beatson
Translational research Centre. The Centre will cost  £19.2
million to build and the University has secured £9.2 million
from European, NHS and Scottish Government funds. The
Beatson Pebble Appeal aims to raise the remaining £10 million.
Since the campaign was launched in the summer of 2007, over
£5.8m has been pledged, largely from trusts and foundations,
major donors and the alumni of the University. The second
phase of the campaign targeted at the general public was
launched in September 2008. The public campaign is backed
by the Evening Times and a number of well known Scots such
as Richard Wilson, Sally Magnusson and Shereen Nanjiani.
In additional Rangers and Celtic football clubs are supporting
the campaign. The Beatson TRC will be a clinically driven, organ - specific

cancer research centre that will concentrate on the development
and application of technologies that will lead to the more rapid
identification of new therapies and diagnostics in cancer.   It
will work in conjunction with the Beatson Institute at Garscube
and the Beatson West of Scotland Cancer Centre at Gartnavel
which serves 66% of Scotland’s population and is an essential
facility in Scotland’s fight against Cancer.

Further information about the campaign is available at
www.beatsonpebbleappeal.org alternatively call 0141 330
3000 or e-mail office@beatsonpebbleappeal.org

Chevalier Barry Gusterson KSJ

Commander Dr Maurice Taylor KCSJ presenting the cheque
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Back row, from left: Dame Elaine Wales, Prof. Ian Ramsey, Dame Samantha Lyndley and
Prof. David Bennet. Front row: Harry & Blackjack supervised the handover.

Commandery of Scotland cheque presentations - continued

Artist’s impression of the Beatson Translational Research Centre



LOAVES AND FISHES

Mark 6:41-42: And when he had taken the five loaves
and the two fishes, he looked up to heaven, and
blessed, and brake the loaves, and gave them to his
disciples to set before them; and the two fishes
divided he among them all. And they did all eat, and
were filled.

Loaves and Fishes (Registered Charity in Scotland No.
SC009413) is a purely voluntary, Christian-based
organisation. It was founded in June 1989 for the sole
purpose of feeding the homeless. In its infancy,
volunteers worked on the streets
of Glasgow offering tea and
sandwiches from the back of a
van. When there was insufficient
food to go around, they would
remind God of His promise to
sup- ply the essentials to carry
out His work and trust that the
need of the moment would be
met.
On one such occasion, demand
for food far outweighed
 provisions.
Sandwiches available fell far
short of the number required to
feed the long queue of waiting
hungry souls. Director, Denis
Curran reminded the volunteers
of God’s promise and exhorted
them to have faith that God would honour their efforts
and keep His part of the bargain.
It is reported that moments later, two rough-looking
men approached Denis and asked if he was in charge.
Expecting them to be in need, Denis asked how he
could help them. To great surprise, no need was
expressed. Rather......help was offered. The two men
left and soon returned with trays full of freshly made
sandwiches.........sufficient to feed all!
Over the years, Loaves and Fishes team of volunteers
have become accustomed to answered prayer: More
recently, Denis felt moved to ask God for a means
whereby the homeless could be fed in a place of shelter
rather than on the streets. Through a series of events,
his request was granted. The homeless now enjoy the
warmth and comfort of the Oasis Cafe at the Renfield
St. Stephen’s Church Centre, 260 Bath Street, Glasgow.
On Monday and Thursday evenings, as many as 40
souls gather for a nourishing two course meal and a
time of fellowship. On leaving, they are provided with
a carrier bag containing tinned and dried food, toiletries
and more. It is a joy to witness their appreciation! On

Monday afternoons, Loaves and Fishes run the 260 club
at the Church Centre, 260 Bath Street. Glasgow. This
offers shower facilities and a warm, safe meeting place
where tea, coffee, books, newspapers and games, such
as snooker, are provided. Apart from providing some
4500-6000 meals annually for the homeless and poor
in the Greater Glasgow area, Loaves and Fishes
endeavours to meet material needs of families in East
Kilbride, Hamilton and Strathaven in order to prevent
destitution. One morning, when the situation seemed
hopeless and the director himself had to be reminded
of God’s promise to provide, I received a telephone call

from Prior Commander
Glen Wales to inform me
that the Trustees of the
Sovereign Order of St
John of Jerusalem,
Knights Hospitaller, had
decided to donate
£2,000.00 to Loaves and
Fishes. Can you imagine
the jubilation in the
camp? A song of
thanksgiving went up to
heaven for, earlier that
morning, Denis had been
sharing his concern about
the continuation of the
charity. The Trustees
have received a letter
from Denis Curran as

director of Loaves and Fishes, expressing deep
gratitude for their generosity and thanking them for
“being an instrument of God’s love and grace”.
Administration is located in the Renfield St. Stephen’s
Church Centre in Glasgow and donations are stored in
East Kilbride, thanks to the altruism and generosity of
the late James Hamilton of Mains Farm and his family.
Through the Grace of God and individual and corporate
charity, Loaves and Fishes now has outgrown these
facilities. The time has come for yet another answer to
prayer.........”That God will continue to bless the
endeavour of Loaves and Fishes and grant a miracle by
way of providing larger, more suitable premises so that
Christ’s work of caring and providing for the sick and
poor may expand.”
To quote director, Denis Curran, “We rely on the power
of Prayer for our financial support and other donations.
We trust that God will provide for the needy as he has
promised. We just need you to be the tool which he has
prompted us to use.”In 2003 Denis was awarded ‘The
Big Scot’ award in recognition of work done through
Loaves and Fishes.
Dame Dr Irene Loudon DSJ

Commandery of Scotland cheque presentations - continued

Dame Dr Irene Loudon and Denis Curran
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2010 Meeting of the Sovereign Council

Donald, Owen & René with members of the Working Group

As most of you know, the next biennial meeting of the
Sovereign Council and Hungarian Investiture of The
Sovereign Order of St. John of Jerusalem, Knights
Hospitaller will be held in Budapest in September. The
gathering is scheduled to begin with the welcoming
Reception on Thursday evening, 23 September.  The
Sovereign Council (SC) is the legislative body governing the
laws of the Order, which meets every other year in different
parts of the world where we have a Commandery.  This year
the meeting begins on Friday, 24 September.  In 2012, the
meetings will be hosted in the
San Francisco Bay Area of
California.
This year will be a particularly
noteworthy meeting of the SC
with the Reunification into one
Order of the Orders that have
worked together within the
“Alliance” since June 2000.
Several splits occurred within
the Sovereign Order after King
Peter II signed his Constitution
19 March 1964, usually around
some issue of personality or
perceived slight of honor.  A
serious effort was begun in
1998, by the late Bailiff Grand
Commander Robert Q. Phillips,
to reunite elements of the Order emanating from King Peter’s
origins into a single Order with greater reach, greater
influence among Chivalric Orders, and greater impact in
serving the sick and poor of Christ.
A “Concordat” was signed in 1999 between the Sovereign
Order, the New French Order, the Danish Order, and the
Dacia Order. This was an agreement to work together and
determine “if we really liked each other” (see notes at end).
At the SC meeting of 2000 in Vancouver, the second step
toward Reunification was completed with the signing of the
Charter of Alliance, a more serious step in the process with
commitments to work together on charitable projects as well
as the concept of becoming a single Order once again (see
notes at end).  Subsequently, a Working Group, with
representatives from all signers, has led the work toward
final resolution.  The three signers of the Charter within
Europe concluded their own Reunification in 2006.
The process that began in 1998 will culminate with the
signing of the Act of Union at the beginning of the SC
meeting on Friday, 24 September, 2010. Immediately
afterwards, the Priors, Grand Priors, and Grand Officers of
The Sovereign Order of the Hospital of Saint John of
Jerusalem (OSJ) will be seated at the Council table as
members of the Sovereign Council, and the election of the
new Grand Master (GM) will be held.  The newly elected
GM will chair the remainder of the meeting, which is

expected to conclude that afternoon.  The Investiture and
Ceremony of Reunification will be held on Saturday
afternoon in the Eastern Orthodox Church on the Buda (west)
side of the Danube River.
With the Reunification, the Sovereign Order of St. John of
Jerusalem will be enlarged to more than 800 members in 27
Commanderies in Norway, Denmark, Germany, France,
Italy, Nicaragua, Hungary, England, Scotland, Canada, and
the U.S.
This is not the end, but rather the beginning of the formal

Reunification of all elements of
the Order that were once united
under King Peter II.  A
Concordant was signed and
approved with the Formhals
Group in 2008 and with Malta in
2009.   Efforts have begun to
consider the next step of their
signing the Charter of Alliance
to proceed toward their inclusion
within the Reunified Order in the
near future.
The meetings of the Sovereign
Council are always interesting,
fun, and filled with good
memories of renewed friendship
with Knights and Dames from
around the world.  This one will

have historical significance for the Order and will set the
stage for further gains in our size and ability to affect the
lives of those less fortunate.  I hope you can be there to share
in this occasion.

Notes:
The following explanation of the steps toward Reunification
is offered as clarification:
The three-step process was designed from the beginning as
follows:
1. The Concordat is established “to know each other better
before joining the Charter of Alliance”.  Any party can
withdraw unilaterally with a six-month notice of intention
to others.
2. The Charter of Alliance is a “Recognition and
Commitment to Unification” among the signers.
3. Reunification was anticipated as the ultimate goal to be
achieved by Members working on charitable projects
together over enough time to feel comfortable becoming a
single Order again and operating under a single Constitution.

L. Owen Brown, GCSJ, MMSJ
Grand Commander

March 3, 2010.



The Lanarkshire Noël Lunch was established 7 years ago by
Dame May Storrie DCSJ, as a vehicle to mobilise the business
community of Lanarkshire and raise charitable donations for
worthy causes.
It has always aimed to be a high quality event with a relaxed and
festive atmosphere and its early success led to it quickly becom-
ing established as a fixture in the social calendar. Many of the
regular supporters regard the Noël Lunch as “the start of the
Christmas Season”.
The venue for this excellent event is the Crutherland House
Hotel in East Kilbride, a beautifully refurbished Country House
Hotel in the Macdonald Group, which has an excellent reputa-
tion for good quality food. This year’s event on Friday Decem-
ber 10th 2010 will be hosted by all-round entertainer, Andy
Cameron and amongst the other attractions will be a perform- ance
by the Dalziel High School Choir who made a fantastic
contribution to the enjoyment of the lunch, last year.
The lunch is always well attended and has been hugely success-
ful in its charitable aims, raising more than £300,000 over the
years. However there is always scope to make it bigger and better

and I am delighted that the Commandery of Scotland has decided
to support the event in this regard.
Tickets this year will be £50.00 per person and I would encour-
age all members to give serious consideration to attending. You
will not be disappointed!
Bookings for individual tickets and table of 10 or more can be
made by contacting Kate Harkin, the Event Co-ordinator, on
01698 400282. kharkin@atriumbs.co.uk

Chevalier Ronnie Smith KSJ
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Clergy Corner
The main mission of our Knightly Order is charity and to help
those who are in need, sick, and suffering. However, it is crucial
to see what are the spirit and motivation in our practice. Whether
we give with true Christian spirit or for the sake of appearances
or as a show-off, or without love, or being tempted to believe that
we can "bribe" God with our charity so He would be kind to us.
The core of the spirituality of our Knightly Order has to be true,
sincere, and selfless charity.

As the chaplain of our Command, I strive to make our fellow
knights aware of the ethical concerns of Christian charity. The
point is not the amount or the appearance but, in accordance with
the spirituality of our Order, the selfless act that doesn't expect
anything in return.

As our Lord Jesus says, "But when you give to the needy, do not
let your left hand know what your right hand is doing." (Matthew
6:3) We shouldn't keep track of how much we have given. We
shouldn’t brag about it in front of others. Some of us are able to
give more than others. It is not about what we are entitled to or
showing what we can afford, but it is an opportunity given by God
as a gift.

The Bible also warns us about something else, "Be careful not to
do your 'acts of righteousness' before men, to be seen by them."
(Matthew 6:1) What should we beware of or be careful not to do?
Helping our ill and needy neighbors is not something we do out
of seeking praise, reward, recognition, or financial gain. It would
certainly be far from the spirituality of our Order and not a
Christian deed. We should be careful not to let our contributions
and charity be just for show. I know it is a difficult struggle
because we are proud or even vainglorious by nature. We want to
see ourselves as well as we want the world to see us better than

we really are. It can jeopardize
our genuine and sincere mission.

Let's make it clear for ourselves
that we do not need the praise of
this world and shouldn’t expect
special recognition. However,
we can be assured that God still
sees and rewards us. As the
Scripture says, “Then your
Father, who sees what is done in
secret, will reward you.”
(Matthew 6:4) He will not
remain indebted to us.

Our annual liturgical services
nurture, sustain, and promote the true spirituality of our Knightly
Order. Placing a wreath on the tomb of the daughter of Tsar Paul
I (who gave refuge to our Order during the Napoleonic exile)
reminds us of our historical roots. Actually, her tomb is in a chapel
in Üröm in Hungary. I hope we will repeat this commemoration
and wreath-laying ceremony during our European meeting in
September. The  accolade of our new knights renews and
strengthens our spirits and oaths, as we say the words of our
wonderful nine hundred year old oath in unison.

With these thoughts, I would like to strengthen the spirits of our
small but very dedicated group. While we are only “drops” in the
ocean we know that the ocean is made up by these drops.

Chevalier Dr László Molnár

Chevalier Dr. Molnár László KSJ
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The Allocution
Given by H.E. Conventual Bailiff René Tonna-Barthet

in Orchardhill Parish Church, Glasgow, October 10th 2009

Your Excellency Lieutenant Grand Master, Excellency
Bailiffs, Comanders, Chevaliers and Dames, Ladies
and Gentlemen -
It is indeed a great honour for me to be asked to read
the allocution this year in this beautiful church.  At
this time I would welcome not only all the members
of the Scottish and English Commanderies, but also
all our brothers and Sisters from the Hungarian
Commandery.  I would also add my welcome to those
who have come over from far afield, such as the Lt.
Grand Master David and Dame Margaret Rolfe.
Welcome.

For the benefit of our guests, I will take the next few
minutes to tell you a little about the Order, and in
particular something about our Order after the fall of
Malta in 1798.

Let me state at the outset that:
The Order today, is a direct descendant of the

Crusade and the Crusaders.

Our rich heritage of protecting the Christian Faith and
serving humanity dates back 900 years, even before
the time of the 1st Crusade.

When the Crusaders stormed the gates of Jerusalem
in 1099, they found a hospice, dedicated to St. John,
which had been established for the purpose of helping
sick and weary pilgrims on their way to the Holy Land.
The hospital treated Christians and Muslims alike.
Supported by the donations of the Merchants of
Amalfi, to assist traders as well as pilgrims, their
emblem in the form of the Eight Pointed Almalfi
Cross, is the cross we wear with such pride today.
In 1113, the brothers of the Hospice were recognized
as an Order of Knighthood, by Pope Paschal II and in
1126, they took on a military role, as evidenced by the
red robes we still wear today.

After two hundred years of crusading, in 1291, the
order lost Acre, its last foothold in the Holy Land
After a brief stay on Cyprus, and some 213 years on
Rhodes, they became renowned for their advanced
hospital and medical care treatment, and became the
strongest and the most feared sovereign sea power in
the world.

In 1530, The Holy Roman Emperor, Charles V, in
admiration of the valour in the defence of Rhodes,
gave the Order the Island of Malta as a sovereign

fiefdom. The only feudal service demanded in return
was the annual payment of a single falcon, which was
to be given to Charles’s Viceroy in Sicily on all Saints
Day every year.

The Knights remained on Malta until 1798. During
their stay on the Island They built a great hospital that
became as admired by the Western World as that on
Rhodes, but then yielded to the forces of Napoleon
who seized the island and most of the Order’s wealth.
Sometime earlier Tsar Paul I Emperor of all the
Russia’s had taken the Order under his protection at
the request of Pope Pius VI and Grand Master de
Rohan. After the surrender the main body of Knights
went to St. Petersburg where they came under the
protection of Tsar Paul.

Paul expanded the former Priory of Poland to
accommodate the added Roman Catholic Knights. He
also created an Orthodox Priory for Non-Roman
Catholic Russian members, and members of the
Nobility. He expanded the courtier training school, the
Corps des Pages, where sons of the nobility received
strict training for seven years. At the age of 22, the
members of the Corps des Pages then graduated as
commissioned officers and as Knight Commanders of
the Order of St. John. They wore the eight-pointed
cross of the Order, after which they went on to
positions in the military or the diplomatic corp.

In 1799, Paul was elected the 71st Grand Master of
the Order, who soon created an additional 118
Hereditary Commanders, and allowed the creation of
Ancestral/Hereditary Commanders amongst the
highest nobility. After Paul was assassinated, the new
Tsar, Alexander I, assumed protection of the Russian
Order. Alexander I was not as enthusiastic about the
Order as was his predecessor, Tsar Paul.

But he appointed an interim Lieutenant Grand Master
to administrate the Russian Order.

The heads of the Royal Houses of Prussia, England,
the Netherlands and Sweden have, at various times,
also set up separate branches of the Order, all of which
have a great deal of merit and are worthy of our respect.
Our Order, however, has an unbroken link with those
who founded the first hospice in Jerusalem, and it
continues to practice the tenets of serving Christ’s sick
and poor.

Continued on page 14-
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The Allocution - continued

Continued from page 13-

After the Bolshevic Revolution in 1917, many of the
Russian hereditary members of the Order, who were,
also members of the aristocracy, went into exile in
Europe and America. In 1962, the late King Peter II of
Yugoslavia was approached by a number of the
Russians exiles. His father, King Alexander, a member
of the most closely related Orthodox Royal Family to
that of the Tsars, and who had studied at the Corps des
Pages, where the Russian Order had been maintained,
and had formed a close friendship with members of the
Tsar and his family. Some years earlier, the Sacred
Relics of the Order had been sent to the Yugoslav Royal
Family for safe-keeping.

In 1962, King Peter II was confirmed as High Protector,
and in 1965 he was elected as the Order’s 73rd Grand
Master. His Majesty was descended both from Tsar Paul
and Queen Victoria and was a cousin of Her Majesty,
Queen Elizabeth II.

King Peter, in 1964, gave us our present Charter and
Constitution. These documents contain the guidelines
that we follow in our continuing work of assisting the
less fortunate, in accordance with the traditions of the
Order throughout the ages.

Adhering to the United Nations Universal Declaration
of Human Rights, we have ensured that Dames now
play a very important and equal role in our Order. By
Decree of the Sovereign Council Meeting held in
England in 1998, Dames now hold office. We believe
that Dames holding office is a significant step forward
and augers well for the future of our order.

Our Order is described in our Constitution as:  A
Ecumenical and International Community of Christian
Knights and Dames.

The principal objectives of the Order are:

�  The defense of our Christian religion against
Atheism.
� Fidelity in defending the ideal of a free world

and the rights of man as defined in the universal
declaration of the United Nations.
� Fidelity to Love and Charity, and, most importantly.
� Dedication to serving,

in a significant way, the Lord’s sick and the Lord’s poor,
as an example to others.

On the International scene:
We also laud the efforts of our Lt. Grand Master Bailiff
David Rolfe, and all members of the Sovereign Council,
who have achieved amazing results in bringing together
other groups to form a very meaningful Alliance. A
Charter of Alliance was signed in Vancouver in 2000,
and today we have two high officers from these Orders
as our welcome guests.

This has built and is building not only our own order,
but also other alliance partners into what will become
hopefully a true amalgamation of Ecumenical Christian
Sovereign Orders of St. John of Jerusalem.

The common criteria of the members of our Order and

Alliance Partners are:

1. Christianity – we must be rigorously Christian.
2. Ecumenism – we must remain ecumenical and

endeavour to avoid conflicts with other
Christians.

3. Democracy – we must remain democratic in
full respect of the Spirit and traditions of St.
John of Jerusalem.

4. History – we must recognize the historical
lineage in the continuation of the Russian
Grand Priories.

5. Charity – we must all be active organizers and
hospitallers for charity work and/or support
such activities financially.

6. Legality – we must have legal status and
operate lawfully in our respective Countries.

7. Chivalry – we must be strongly bound to the
traditional values and virtues of Christian
chivalry and to the Constitution and Rules
governing membership.

8. Worthiness – all Knights and Dames must
have verified worthiness of reputation and an
exemplary way of life.

It is a great pleasure for me to welcome you today.
We honour our Aspirants, as they become new Knights
and Dames of this ancient Order of Chivalry. In
protecting our Faith in God and to serve and assist
others less fortunate than ourselves.

We honour today these new aspirants and we wish them
a long life in the service of Christ’s and the poor.

I finish by repeating our motto:
PRO FIDE, PRO UTILITATE HOMINUM  –  FOR
FAITH,  FOR SERVICE TO HUMANITY.



Chevalier Robert Frenkl, KSJ, MD, PhD 1934 – 2010. As
several hundred of us stood in the cold outside of the too
crowded funeral chapel, I wondered why there were so many
people. We included every segment of society from homeless
to politicians, doctors, professors and lawyers. Was it because
he spoke three languages fluently? Probably not. Was it because
he was a member of the Hungarian Olympic Committee;
because he was an internationally recognized authority in sports
medicine; or perhaps because he was president of several
professional societies even when he was dying of leukemia? I
don’t know: it might have been. But I don’t think those were
enough by themselves.
I think that we came by the hundreds to show our respects
because of who Robi was, not what he had accomplished in life.
When anyone talked to Robi, he or she was the only person in
Robi’s universe. He was totally focused. Everyone was his
equal.
But that was not the only reason we came in such large numbers.
Robi cared deeply about people. Each of us thought that Robi
cared about us as individuals. Not only that, but Robi took his
obligations very seriously. Robi could be depended on to do
what he said, when he said he would do it. Let me give you some
examples.
To illustrate his concern about people and his drive to make a
difference: he frequently published articles in the national
newspapers about the social issues of our time. He recognized
that it is not enough to have passion, one must take action. He
frequently appeared on television news. He did not hesitate to
use his celebrity to support or condemn government policy.
Among positions he held, he was President of the Mobile
Electronics and Security federation (based in Essex) and Pres-
ident of the Hungarian University Sports Federation. He had also
been an Executive Committee Assessor and Board Member of
International University Sports Federation (FISU). But he also
cared about people on a very personal level. Someone had written
him a letter complaining that he had not submitted articles about
the care of the permanently handicapped. Even though Robi
knew he was dying, he dictated an article to a member of the
hospital staff. Then he asked the staffer to call his editor and
submit the article over the phone. Once the article had been
successfully given to his editor, Robi asked to talk to the editor.
This is when his wife, Dame Dr. Sylvia Frenkl returned to his
hospital room. She heard Robi tell his editor how much he
enjoyed working with him, how professional he was. Then Robi
told his editor,

“Goodbye.” Robi was too weak to continue and handed the
phone to Sylvia. She could hear the editor weeping.
Hardly a day goes by that I don’t think of Robi. I miss him.
We all miss him.

Commander Doug Daniel KJSJ

Commander Robert (Bob) Barnett Mackay
KCSJ of Nanoose Bay, BC passed away peacefully on
April 1, 2010 holding the hands of his wife and children.
Bob is survived by his university sweetheart, Gail,
children Theresa (Nevin Pettyjohn) and Rob (Michelle
Currie) and grandchildren Bryn and Tess Mackay-
Pettyjohn and Anna and Sophie Mackay. Bob was born
in Prince Albert, Saskatchewan on November 18, 1939.
Bob graduated from University of British Columbia. In
1964 with a B. Comm (Marketing) and was awarded the
Matthew H. Henderson Shield for Most Outstanding
Graduating Male Commerce Student. Starting his
marketing career in product management in 1964 with
the Imperial Tobacco Sales Company in Montreal, he later
moved to Scott Paper in Vancouver in 1968 as the
Canadian Marketing Manager. Returning to university for
a second time, Bob moved his young family to Edmonton,
graduating from the University of Alberta with a Bachelor
of Laws in 1976. While managing his firm, he instructed
law and marketing until 1982 at Capilano University.in
1988 he was a founding member of the West Coast
Chapter of the National Advertising Benevolent Society.
In 1989 Bob joined Russell & Dumoulin as Associate
Counsel and in 1994 he moved to Gowling, Lafleur &
Henderson as the managing partner, rising to the role of
Counsel in 2004. Upon retirement, Bob and Gail logged
many hours flying all over the world and enjoyed annual
Spring trips to Portugal. Bob never forgot his childhood
love of the sea, spending time with his family cruising
from Desolation Sound to the San Juan Islands in his boat
called White Banner, named for the flag flown by the Clan
Mackay in pre-Bonnie Prince Charlie days.
Bob believed in making a difference. Throughout his
career he volunteered countless hours to the marketing,
advertising and law communities as well as many
philanthropic associations. Bob's unending commitment
to helping his community resulted in several awards and
honours. Among them he was a recipient of the Golden
Jubilee of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II
Commemorative Medal. Inducted into the National
Advertising Benevolent Society Honour Roll. Nominated
to the Order of Canada and twice nominated to the Order
of British Columbia (BC).
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Articles for the next issue -December 2010 must be with the editorial
team by October 8th. Please note; items may be edited for reasons of
space or clarity.
 If sending pictures electronically, please send them in .jpeg or   .png
format. We can also scan in snapshots/pictures - perhaps you have
some from past events - even black & white shots.
You can contact the team by e-mail (details below), or, if you have
the Grand Priory of Europe Directory, further contact details are in
there.

Thank you to everyone who has contributed to this and the previous issues. Elaine, May and I couldn’t do this
without your input and we always look forward to receiving your news and pictures. We hope that the next
issue - December 2010 - will contain articles and pictures from you all and also lots from the Sovereign Council.
So, get your cameras out and get snapping - and writing articles.

Liz

Investiture
Priory of the UK

26th - 28th November 2010

Venue - Brighton
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